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Thallium L III-edge x-ray absorption and iron-57 and tin-119 Mössbauer spectral measurements have
been carried out to probe the electronic structure of the three sites in the filled skutterudite
Tlx Co4⫺y Fey Sb12 and Tlx Co4 Sb12⫺z Snz compounds with a range of x, y, and z values. The thallium
L III-edge x-ray absorption spectra are independent of x, y, and z and are well reproduced by full
multiple scattering calculations with a cluster with a radius of 8.5 Å centered on thallium. The
iron-57 Mössbauer spectra consist of two doublets and the major component is assigned to iron on
the cobalt sublattice in view of its hyperfine parameters. The origin of the minor component is
uncertain and is tentatively assigned to either iron with thallium vacancies as next nearest neighbors
or to iron in the voids. The tin-119 Mössbauer spectral hyperfine parameters clearly indicate that tin
substitutes for antimony in the skutterudite structure. Further, the tin electronic configuration is very
similar to that of antimony and is insensitive to the thallium content. © 2002 American Institute
of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1525069兴

I. INTRODUCTION

charge neutrality. As a consequence, two series of thallium
filled skutterudites, Tlx Co4⫺y Fey Sb12 and Tlx Co4 Sb12⫺z Snz ,
have been prepared and characterized.17 Exceptionally large
atomic mean-square displacements have been observed for
the thallium filling atoms and their ‘‘rattling’’ helps produce
the large thermal resistivity observed for these filled skutterudites. Whereas the macroscopic properties of these two
series of compounds have been carefully measured,17 their
microscopic properties have not been investigated in detail.
Hence, with the goal of elucidating the electronic structure of
thallium, iron, and tin, we have carried out a thallium
L III-edge x-ray absorption study of these two series of compounds and an iron-57 and tin-119 Mössbauer spectral study
of Tlx Co4⫺y Fey Sb12 and Tlx Co4 Sb12⫺z Snz , respectively.

The interesting and varied physical properties of the
filled skutterudite family of compounds have, over the past
ten years, prompted both theoretical1– 4 and experimental5– 8
work.
Among
these
physical
properties,
the
semiconducting5–7,9,10 behavior and the low-thermal
conductivity,6,7,10–13 particularly of the rare-earth filled skutterudites, make them potential thermoelectric materials with
many technological and commercial applications. The useful
electronic and dynamic properties of the filled skutterudites,
whose structure is based on that of CoSb3 , is the result of the
bonding of the atoms within this open framework structure.
Thus, any improvement in their technologically important
properties will proceed from a better understanding of the
electronic structure of the different atoms within the filled
skutterudites. Our previous studies14 –16 of Cex Co4⫺y Fey Sb12
and Ybx Co4 Sb12⫺z Snz by both x-ray absorption and iron-57
and tin-119 Mössbauer spectroscopy, have characterized the
electronic ground-state configuration of the rare-earth atom
and the electronic structure of the iron and tin atoms.
More recently, the filling of the voids in the skutterudite
structure with thallium17 has been achieved. Because thallium has a formal valence of ⫹1, iron or tin must replace
some of the cobalt or antimony, respectively, to maintain

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples studied herein are the same as those previously synthesized.17 The thallium L III-edge x-ray absorption
near-edge structure 共XANES兲 spectra were obtained at 295 K
on beamline 4-3 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Laboratory, Stanford, California. The measurements were
carried out in transmission mode with a Si共111兲  ⫽90°
double-crystal monochromator using ion chambers filled
with a mixture of nitrogen and helium and placed both in
front and behind the sample. Harmonic contamination was
minimized by detuning the monochromator. The spectra
were recorded between 12.60 and 12.64 keV with a step of
10 eV and between 12.64 and 12.80 keV with a step of 0.35
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eV. The K-edge absorption spectrum of a thin lead foil was
used for energy calibration. The absorbance of the XANES
spectra have been normalized at the highest absorption peak.
The iron-57 Mössbauer spectra of Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12 and
Tl0.5Co3.5Fe0.5Sb12 were measured at 90 and 295 K on a
constant-acceleration spectrometer which was calibrated at
room temperature with ␣-iron foil. The iron-57 Mössbauer
spectra were obtained with a room-temperature cobalt-57
rhodium matrix source and the isomer shifts are reported
relative to room-temperature ␣-iron foil. The absorber thicknesses were ⬃30 mg/cm2 and the samples were dispersed in
boron nitride. The spectra were fit as discussed in Sec. IV
and the resulting isomer shifts, quadrupole splittings, and
linewidths are accurate to ⫾0.005 mm/s.
The tin-119 Mössbauer spectra of Tl0.5Co4 Sb11.5Sn0.5 ,
Tl0.95Co4 Sb11.25Sn0.75 , and TlCo4 Sb11Sn were measured at
83 K on a constant-acceleration spectrometer which was calibrated at room temperature with ␣-iron foil. The tin-119
spectra were obtained with a room-temperature tin-119m
CaSnO3 matrix source and the isomer shifts are reported
relative to room-temperature CaSnO3 . The absorber thicknesses were 70 mg/cm2 and the samples were dispersed in
boron nitride. The spectra were fit with a symmetric quadrupole doublet and the resulting isomer shifts, quadrupole splittings, and linewidths are accurate to ⫾0.02 mm/s.
III. THALLIUM L III-EDGE XANES SPECTRAL RESULTS

The 295 K thallium L III-edge XANES spectra for several
of the Tlx Co4⫺y Fey Sb12 and Tlx Co4 Sb12⫺z Snz compounds
are shown in Fig. 1. To our knowledge, there are no reported
XANES or extended x-ray absorption fine structure studies
of thallium metal or thallium compounds at the thallium L III
edge. Hence, no comparison of our results with previously
published thallium spectra is possible.
It is obvious from Fig. 1 that there are virtually no differences between the XANES spectra of the different
Tlx Co4⫺y Fey Sb12 and Tlx Co4 Sb12⫺z Snz compounds. This
similarity can be understood in terms of the near-neighbor
environment of thallium in the filled skutterudite structure.
Indeed, for all the Tlx Co4⫺y Fey Sb12 compounds, independent
of x and y, the first neighbors of thallium are the 12 antimony
atoms at ⬃3.5 Å. In Tl0.1Co4 Sb12 and Tl0.22Co4 Sb12 the second neighbors are eight cobalt atoms at ⬃4 Å. In
Tl0.5Co3.5Fe0.5Sb12 and Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12 , on average, one and
two cobalt atoms, respectively, are replaced by iron atoms; a
replacement which does not dramatically change the amplitude and phase of the backscattered photoelectron wave as
compared to scattering by cobalt. For all compounds, the
subsequent shells of neighbors contain 24 and 12 antimony
atoms at ⬃6 and 8.5 Å and, on average, 0.8 and 1.66 thallium atoms at ⬃8 Å. In the Tlx Co4 Sb12⫺z Snz compounds, a
small fraction of at most 1/12 of the antimony neighboring
atoms are replaced by tin atoms, atoms which again do not
substantially change the amplitude and phase of the backscattered photoelectron wave. Hence, the shape of the
XANES spectra is produced by the scattering of the photoelectron wave by antimony and cobalt atoms, the positions of
which vary according to the crystallographic parameters.17

FIG. 1. The thallium L III-edge XANES spectra obtained at 295 K for the
indicated compounds. The different spectra have been shifted vertically by
an arbitrary amount for better presentation.

In order to confirm this interpretation, full multiple scattering calculations of the thallium L III-edge XANES spectrum for the hypothetical TlCo4 Sb12 compound, with a cubic
unit-cell a-lattice parameter of 9.109 Å and antimony positional parameters of y⫽0.3368 and z⫽0.1593, have been
carried18,19 out with the FEFF8.10 code. No attempt was made
to model any of the disorder resulting from the distribution
of iron and cobalt atoms, in the first case, or antimony and
tin atoms, in the second case. The calculated spectra obtained
for clusters of various radii centered on thallium are shown
in Fig. 2共a兲. The general shape of the calculated spectrum
with the three peaks at ⬃12 665, 12 680, and 12 710 eV is
reproduced with a cluster containing only 12 antimony firstneighbor atoms, but the energies of the peaks are not accurately reproduced. More specifically, the calculated energy of
the first peak is at a higher energy than the observed energy.
Indeed, a large cluster of 8.5 Å radius is necessary to reproduce the first peak in the rising edge at the observed energy.
A comparison of the experimental spectrum of
Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12 with the calculated spectrum for a cluster of
8.5 Å radius in hypothetical TlCo4 Sb12 is shown in Fig. 2共b兲.
The major peaks in the experimental spectrum are well reproduced in the calculated spectrum with the exception of
the calculated peak at 12 690 eV, a peak which is not observed experimentally. However the intensity of this peak
increases for the cluster of 8 Å, a cluster that includes thal-
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FIG. 2. 共a兲 The thallium L III-edge XANES spectra calculated for the hypothetical TlCo4 Sb12 compound by using the FEFF8.10 code for the clusters
with the indicated radii. The different spectra have been shifted vertically by
an arbitrary amount for a better display. 共b兲 The experimental thallium
L III-edge XANES spectrum of Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12 and the spectrum calculated
for TlCo4 Sb12 by using the FEFF8.10 code and a cluster of 8.5 Å radius
centered on thallium.

lium neighbor sites which are not fully occupied in the actual
compound.

IV. IRON-57 MÖSSBAUER SPECTRAL RESULTS

The iron-57 Mössbauer spectra of Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12 and
Tl0.5Co3.5Fe0.5Sb12 obtained at 90 and 295 K are shown in
Fig. 3. These spectra have been fit with two symmetric
Lorentzian quadrupole doublets, whose hyperfine parameters
and relative areas are given in Table I. The major component
is assigned to iron on the cobalt sublattice of the filled skutterudite. The identity of the minor component is less certain.
Its hyperfine parameters do not correspond20 to either FeSb2
or FeSb and there are, to our knowledge, no known TlFe
alloys. Further, no TlFe impurity was detected17 in either
sample by x ray or neutron diffraction.
Within the skutterudite lattice, there are two possible assignments of the minor component observed in Fig. 3. First,
because of the partial thallium filling, the iron atoms on the
cobalt sublattice have either two, one, or zero thallium atoms
as second neighbors. In Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12 , the probabilities of
having two, one, and zero thallium neighbors are 0.64, 0.32,
and 0.04, and in Tl0.5Co3.5Fe0.5Sb12 , the probabilities are
0.25, 0.50, and 0.25. Hence, it is difficult to correlate the
relative absorption area of ⬃15% observed in

FIG. 3. The iron-57 Mössbauer spectra of Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12 and
Tl0.5Co3.5Fe0.5Sb12 obtained at 90 and 295 K.

Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12 and of ⬃25% observed in Tl0.5Co3.5Fe0.5Sb12
with these probabilities.
Of course, in contrast with cerium,11 the thallium vacancies may prefer to associate with iron or, alternatively, the
thallium atoms may prefer to form a pair around either iron
or cobalt. In either of these cases, the thallium does not randomly fill the voids and, as a consequence, the minor doublet
could be assigned to iron on the cobalt sublattice with thallium vacancies as second neighbors. In addition, our unpublished spectra of Fey Co1⫺y Sb3 with y between 0.05 and 0.2
show, at 85 K, a doublet with an isomer shift of 0.44 mm/s
and a quadrupole splitting of 0.72 mm/s, values which are
similar to those of the minor doublet, a similarity that would
support the above assignment of this doublet. Second, the
minor doublet may be assigned to iron filling the voids of the
skutterudite lattice.
The iron-57 quadrupole splitting observed14,21,22 for various filled skutterudites vary from 0.14 to 0.44 mm/s. The
existence of a quadrupole splitting at the iron site indicates
that there is a distortion from cubic symmetry at the 8c crystallographic site. The filled skutterudite has a cubic structure
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TABLE I. Iron-57 Mössbauer spectral hyperfine parameters.

Compound

T
共K兲

Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12

295
90

Tl0.5Co3.5Fe0.5Sb12

295
90

␦

共mm/sa兲

⌬E Q
共mm/s兲

⌫
共mm/s兲

Area
共%兲

Assignment

0.36
0.18
0.42
0.25

0.22
0.66
0.24
0.91

0.34
0.27
0.37
0.26

84
16
89
11

Fe on the Co sublattice
uncertain
Fe on the Co sublattice
uncertain

0.35
0.13
0.44
0.17

0.11
0.60
0.10
0.60

0.33
0.26
0.36
0.28

75
25
77
23

Fe on the Co sublattice
uncertain
Fe on the Co sublattice
uncertain

The isomer shifts are given relative to room-temperature ␣-iron foil.

a

in which the distortion from a perfect square of the Sb4 ring
has been used as a measure of its degree of distortion. The
correlation between the quadrupole splitting and the distortion of the Sb4 square is shown in Fig. 4 for the filled skutterudites with the indicated filling atom. In Fig. 4, the distortion of the antimony square is given as the difference in
length between two edges of the ‘‘square’’ or better the rectangle of antimony atoms and the quadrupole splitting is that
observed for the maximum filling of the skutterudite compound. Whereas there is a fair correlation for the skutterudites in which the filling atom has a formal valence between
⫹2 and ⫹3, the quadrupole splitting measured for
Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12 is substantially smaller than expected from
the distortion of the antimony Sb4 square. In the case of the
Cex Co4⫺y Fey Sb12 compounds,14 the lattice and conductionelectron contributions to the quadrupole splitting were estimated to be ⬃0.16 and 0.25 mm/s, respectively. Hence, if the
lattice contribution to the quadrupole splitting in
Tl0.8Co3 FeSb12 is assumed to be 0.16 mm/s, then the
conduction-electron contribution is only ⬃0.06 mm/s. The
different conduction-electron contributions may result from
the p-type and n-type conduction mechanisms in the

Cex Co4⫺y Fey Sb12
and
Tlx Co4⫺y Fey Sb12
and
Tlx Co4 Sb12⫺z Snz compounds, respectively.
The correlation between the iron-57 isomer shift and the
Wigner–Seitz cell volume available to the iron atoms in the
R 2 Fe17 and RFe11Ti compounds and their hydrides and nitrides have proven23,24 very successful in understanding the
electronic structure of these compounds. This correlation is
shown in Fig. 5 for the same filled skutterudites included in
Fig. 4. The Wigner–Seitz cell volumes have been
calculated25 from crystallographic parameters from literature
and by using the 12-coordinate metallic radii of the different
atoms. The good linear correlation shown in Fig. 5 indicates
that the s-electron density at the iron nucleus decreases and,
hence, the isomer shift increases with increases in the
Wigner–Seitz cell volume of the iron site. It is rather remarkable that the Tl skutterudite, for which the iron Wigner–
Seitz cell volume is substantially smaller than those observed
in the other skutterudites, does indeed show a substantially
smaller isomer shift. In conclusion, the variation of the isomer shift in the filled skutterudites can be understood in
terms of the influence of the site size on the s-electron density at the iron nucleus.

FIG. 4. The correlation between the 295 K iron-57 quadrupole splitting in
the filled skutterudites for the indicated filling atom and the distortion of the
24g site antimony Sb4 rectangles.

FIG. 5. The correlation between the 295 K iron-57 isomer shift in the filled
skutterudites for the indicated filling atom and the iron Wigner–Seitz cell
volume.
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work structure of CoSb3 , its isomer shift and, hence, the
s-electron density at the tin-119 nucleus is smaller than that
observed in ␤-tin.
The tin-119 isomer shift follows a simple function27 of
the effective number of 5s and 5 p electrons given by

␦ ⫽⫺0.38⫹3.10n s ⫺0.20n 2s ⫺0.17n s n p ,

FIG. 6.
The tin-119 Mössbauer spectra of TlCo4 Sb11Sn,
Tl0.95Co4 Sb11.25Sn0.75 , and Tl0.5Co4 Sb11.5Sn0.5 obtained at 83 K.

V. TIN-119 MÖSSBAUER SPECTRAL RESULTS

The tin-119 Mössbauer spectra of TlCo4 Sb11Sn,
Tl0.95Co4 Sb11.25Sn0.75 , and Tl0.5Co4 Sb11.5Sn0.5 obtained at 83
K are shown in Fig. 6 and the corresponding hyperfine parameters are given in Table II. A comparison of the
Tlx Co4 Sb12⫺z Snz spectra with those of related tin-containing
skutterudites26 clearly indicates that the observed doublet
must be assigned to tin which resides on the antimony sublattice of the basic CoSb3 skutterudite structure. The observed isomer shift of ca. 2.3 mm/s is typical of tin in an
intermetallic compound and, as expected for the open frame-

TABLE II. Tin-119 Mössbauer spectral hyperfine parameters obtained at 83
K.

Compound
TlCo4 Sb11Sn
Tl0.95Co4 Sb11.25Sn0.75
Tl0.50Co4 Sb11.50Sn0.50
a

共mm/s兲a

␦

⌬E Q
共mm/s兲

⌫
共mm/s兲

Area
共%兲

2.34
2.34
2.33

1.14
1.14
1.17

0.97
0.99
0.95

100
100
100

The isomer shifts are given relative to room-temperature CaSnO3 .

where ␦ is the isomer shift referred to CaSnO3 and n s and n p
are the effective number of 5s and 5p electrons, respectively. This equation indicates that the electronic configuration of tin in the filled skutterudites is between 5s 0.95p 0 and
5s 1.155 p 3 . For comparison, the antimony-121 isomer shift28
in CoSb3 is more negative than in InSb, in which antimony is
5s 1 5 p 3 . Hence, the 5s electron density at the antimony
nucleus is higher in CoSb3 and antimony has an electronic
configuration between 5s 1⫹x 5 p 3 and 5s 1 5 p 3⫺x . Electronic
band structure calculations29 give a 5s population of 1.77, a
value which is in good agreement with this interpretation of
the antimony isomer shift. In conclusion, the tin and antimony on the 24g site of the filled skutterudite structure have
very similar electronic configurations.
As may be observed in Fig. 6, the low symmetry at the
antimony site in the skutterudite structure leads to a substantial quadrupole splitting of ⬃1.15 mm/s for the tin substituted onto the 24g site. The antimony-121 Mössbauer spectrum of unfilled skutterudite, CoSb3 , reported by Kjekshus
et al.28 exhibited a quadrupole interaction of 9 mm/s and an
asymmetry parameter, , of 1.0. From this quadrupole interaction and by using a ground-state nuclear quadrupole
moment30 of 0.28 barn and R Q ⫽1.34 for antimony-121, an
electric-field gradient at the antimony site of 3.0
⫻1022 V/m2 is obtained. From the ⬃1.15 mm/s quadrupole
splitting measured herein and by using a nuclear quadrupole
moment31 of 0.064 barn for the tin-119m excited state, an
electric-field gradient at the tin site of 2.8⫻1022 V/m2 is obtained. This close to perfect agreement provides excellent
support for the assignment of this quadrupole doublet to tin
which replaces antimony in the skutterudite structure.
The similarity of the hyperfine parameters given in Table
II, indicates that the electronic properties of the rather isolated tin atoms are independent of the thallium and tin contents. This is reasonable because tin on the antimony 24g site
has only one thallium near neighbor at a distance of ⬃3.4 Å
in the fully filled skutterudite.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

The microscopic properties of the thallium, iron, and tin
atoms in the Tlx Co4⫺y Fey Sb12 and Tlx Co4 Sb12⫺z Snz filled
skutterudites have been probed by thallium L III-edge x-ray
absorption and iron-57 and tin-119 Mössbauer spectroscopy.
The thallium L III-edge x-ray absorption spectra are well
modeled by full multiple scattering calculations, a scattering
which occurs within a cluster of 8.5 Å radius centered on the
thallium atom. The iron-57 Mössbauer spectra show two
components. The major doublet is similar to that
observed14,16 in the other rare-earth filled skutterudites and is
assigned to iron on the cobalt sublattice. The origin of the
minor doublet is uncertain. On the basis of its hyperfine pa-
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rameters it is tentatively assigned to either iron on the cobalt
sublattice with thallium vacancies as next nearest neighbors
or to iron in the voids. The tin-119 Mössbauer spectra show
one doublet, which is assigned without doubt to tin on the
antimony sublattice. On the basis of the isomer shift, the
electronic configuration of tin in the filled skutterudites is
between 5s 0.95p 0 and 5s 1.155p 3 and is similar to that of
antimony.
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